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Intro: Merchant (2001) notes that multiple sluicing requires clause-mate remnants (cf. (1) vs.
(2)), a pattern analyzed in Lasnik (2014) as (bounded) rightward extraposition of the second
remnant. Merchant observes that this restriction is relaxed when an embedded subject is a
pronoun bound by the matrix subject.
(1) Some student met with some professor, I don’t know which student with which professor.
(2) Some studenti thinks (hei/*Sally) should meet with some professor, but I don’t know

which student with which professor.
This pattern is analyzed in Grano and Lasnik (2015) as deriving from the featural incomplete-
ness of a pronoun-containing complement clause, which suspends the phasehood of the em-
bedded CP (Felser 2004). However, the clause-mate requirement is relaxed in a wider range of
cases that are not assimilable to feature incompleteness. We show that the relevant generaliza-
tion is instead that multiple sluicing abides by the clause-mate requirement when the embedded
subject is a referential element that shifts the topic away from a discourse referent (henceforth
d-ref) that is the topic of the matrix clause. We call such subjects shifty subjects. Under this
view, the DP Sally is a shifty subject in (2) because it shifts attention away from the topic of the
matrix clause (some student). We propose that because of their featural content, shifty subjects
induce a phase boundary in the embedded clause, trapping the second wh-phrase in its clause.
A new generalization: The clause-mate requirement is not suspended only with bound pro-
nouns. In (3), the embedded subject is pronominal, but not c-commanded by the DP that
encodes the salient d-ref from the matrix. In (4) the embedded subject is not pronominal at all,
but is still anaphoric to a higher salient d-ref represented by the pronoun him.
(3) One of the headhunters who interviewed Jacki said (hei/*Sally) would be a good fit

for a certain company, but I can’t recall which headhunter for which company.
(4) One of the headhunters who interviewed himi said (Jacki/ the idioti/*Sally) would be

a good fit for a certain company, but I can’t recall which headhunter for which company.
Furthermore, we find cases where the clause-mate requirement is relaxed even in the absence
of a referentially dependent embedded subject. When the embedded subject lacks reference, as
in the case of an expletive (5) or quantifier (6), we find transparency of the embedded clause.
(5) Some student claims there’s a problem with some professor, but I can’t recall which

student with which professor.
(6) Some student reported that (*a) few professors talked about a certain topic, but I can recall

which student about which topic.
We take these examples to demonstrate that the relevant generalization does not concern bound
pronouns. Instead, we suggest that it is embedded subjects that trigger clause-mate constraints
when (a) they are referential, and (b) not co-referential with some salient expression contained
in the matrix clause. In the absence of a “shifty subject” with properties (a) and (b), clause
boundaries are porous, and the clause-mate constraint, suspended.
An analysis: We follow Lasnik (2014) in analyzing multiple sluicing as focus movement of the
non-initial Wh-phrase (Wh2), an operation apparently only available under clausal ellipsis (the
initial Wh-phrase undergoes regular Wh-movement into [Spec,ForceP]). We assume that the
landing site of Wh2 is Spec of FocP, safely outside of the TP that is elided under sluicing. We
also adopt ShiftP from the articulated left peripheral proposed by Frascarelli (2007). We assume
the aboutness-shift topics whose features are hosted by ShiftP are precisely shifty subjects. A
(mono-clausal) multiple sluice, then, will have the structure in (7).
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(7) [ForceP Wh1 [ShiftP Shift0[uF] [XP X0 [FocP Wh2 [TP XP[iF] . . . t1 . . . t2 . . . ]]]]]
To derive the sensitivity of cross-clausal multiple sluicing to the presence of shifty subjects,
we make use of Felser’s 2004 proposal where phase heads are “candidate” phases, that become
active under certain conditions. We assume ShiftP counts a phase when its head (generated
with an uninterpretable feature) stands in an agree relation with a shifty DP. In such a case,
Shift0 counts as a phase head, triggering PF spell out of its complement, thereby trapping Wh2
and preventing it from undergoing successive cyclic movement into the FocP of a higher clause
that would be necessary to derive long-distance multiple sluicing.
(8) [XP Wh1 [FocP * 〈TP1 . . . [ShiftP Shift0[uF] [XP X0 [FocP Wh2 [TP2 Sally[iF] . . . ]]]]〉]] . . .

In the absence of a shifty subject, Shift0 fails to find an interpretable feature with which to
agree. (We follow Preminger (2015) where failed probes do not lead to a crash.) As a result,
ShiftP fails to count as a phase, allowing Wh2 to move into the matrix clause.
The nature of shiftiness: We have been shifty about the nature of the distinction between shifty
vs. non-shifty subjects. Does a shifty subject encode a new d-ref, while a non-shifty subject
encodes one that is already established? The following examples show this is inadequate:
(9) Some professori told Sallyj [that (hei would/*shej should) talk more about a certain topic],

but I can’t recall which professor about which topic.
(10) Sallyi told some professorj [that (*shei would/hej should) talk more about a certain topic],

but I can’t recall which professor about which topic.
In (9) and (10), the embedded subject is pronominal and co-referential with a d-ref in the matrix.
However, when the pronoun is not coreferential with the indefinite, it appears to constitute a
shifty subject, as it induces clause-boundedness effects. In order to characterize the shifty/non-
shifty distinction, we assume each clause to constitute a discourse domain that contains a d-ref
that is the single focus of attention, analogous to the backward looking center from Centering
Theory (Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein,1995). A shifty subject, then, is one that does not co-
refer to this d-ref. To account for the pattern in (9) and (10), we assume that indefinites are
taken to be the focus of attention, as they evoke a Question under Discussion (Roberts 2012).
In the spirit of inquisitive semantics (AnderBois 2011), assertions with indefinite arguments
raise questions (i.e., have inquisitive potential), and the indefinites themselves are naturally
construed as salient. Pronouns (like those in (9) and (10)) that refer to a DP other than the
indefinite will therefore constitute a shifty subject.
Conclusion: Our proposal builds on previous accounts of clause-boundedness (Grano and Las-
nik, 2015) as deriving from phase-trapping, though Grano and Lansik only account for phase-
suspension in cases where the embedded subject is a bound pronoun. As a result, their account
undergenerates “phase-suspension” as it does not account for cases (2)-(6), and overgenerates
for the examples in (9)-(10). As we have shown, the correct empirical generalization has to do
with the presence of shifty subjects that induce phasehood, and thereby trap Wh2. One open
question concerns whether this analysis can be extended to other cases of phase-suspension
of the clause-mate constraint discussed by Grano and Lasnik (2015), including scope, gapping
and comparative deletion. In our paper, we discuss how our empirical observations about shifty
subjects extend to these other cases, and provide support for a unified analysis.
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